From Workshop Insights to Global Action: Participating in the ESCAP SROSEA Competition

The ESCAP SROSEA Global Workshop provides a valuable platform for fostering innovative solutions to regional challenges. This blog post explores how participants can leverage the knowledge and inspiration gained from the workshop by participating in our blog competition.

Participating in the ESCAP SROSEA Competition

To enter the blog competition, please send your entry to escap-sro-sea@un.org with a copy to anna.pettersson@un.org by 1 October 2024.

Your entry should contain:

- Subject headline: Global Workshop entry_[insert name]
- Blogpost
- Cover Image
- Author Profile Photo

The blogpost

The ESCAP Global Workshop on SDG 7 and Energy Transition in Asia and the Pacific serves as a catalyst for generating impactful solutions to address pressing regional challenges. Building upon the collaborative spirit and insightful discussions at the workshop, this blog post empowers participants to translate their newfound knowledge into tangible action.

- The blog should be an opinion or success story
- For data references, please utilize the information available on the ESCAP website.
- 300–400-word limit.

Aligning Submissions with the SDGs (maximin 4 SDGs)

- **Identify Key SDGs:** Carefully review workshop materials or the official website to pinpoint the SDGs that received prominent focus.
- **Craft a Focused Approach:** Frame your blog post and competition entry around these specific SDGs.
Additional Information

- **Cover Image:** Select a professional image symbolizing cutting-edge solutions for a sustainable future, particularly those relevant to the SDGs emphasized during the workshop (landscape orientation. Include photo credit - Source/Photographer - in file name).
- **Author Profile Photo:** Choose a professional headshot.
- Any other images/graph images to include within blog

Beyond Recognition: The Value of Participation

Participation fosters an environment for refining your ideas, garnering well-deserved recognition from industry peers, and forging connections with a global community of passionate individuals dedicated to achieving sustainable development – a network you may have begun building at the global workshop. Remember, every innovative concept has the potential to create a lasting impact.

Call to Action: Seize the Opportunity for Global Impact

Submit your entry to the ESCAP SROSEA and embark on a journey to create a more sustainable future for the Asia-Pacific region.

Leverage the knowledge and inspiration learned from the ESCAP - APRU Global Workshop to propel your ideas onto the global stage and contribute meaningfully to achieving the SDGs.